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The first large film studio to open its doors in the south-west France
Set up in 2020, Le Grand Set is the first large
film studio in this part of France. With a total
surface area of 1,200m² and a 500m² film set,
the new studio is dedicated to producing films,
TV series and any other audiovisual work.
The studio is designed to provide ideal
conditions for filming, with facilities including a
soundproof film set with truck access, a design
workshop, dressing rooms, offices, a catering
area and customised production services.
Located on the outskirts of Toulouse just a few
minutes from Toulouse-Blagnac airport, Le
Grand Set opens new prospects for regional
film production.
FILM STUDIO, EQUIPMENT :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface area : 1,200m²
Design workshop, available for rent
Dressing rooms, make-up area, styling area
Offices
Meeting rooms
Catering : fitted kitchen and relaxation area
Unlimited WiFi and fibre broadband access

FILM STUDIO, TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION :

•
•
•
•
•

Dimensions: 20m wide x 25m long x 7m high
Set soundproofed from floor to ceiling
2-sided cyc wall: 20m x 25m
Motorised lighting truss: 15m x 15m
Truck access: special heavy duty floor with
direct access for trucks

A full-size aircraft mockup, fully modular and customisable
Le Grand Set also has a full-size aircraft mockup, available for rent. It decided to create this set
quite simply because it is often extremely complicated to shoot a scene in the cramped interior
of a real aircraft cabin.
The only one of its kind in France or in Europe, this mockup is a boon for directors who are
frequently tempted to abandon any idea of shooting a scene in this type of environment. Named
LF7, the mockup offered by Le Grand Set is based on current airliners but without the design
features used by leading aircraft manufacturers, thereby giving scriptwriters total freedom.
Looking beyond this original design, the LF7 cabin is also fully modular : a wide range
of configurations are available to meet all filming requirements, and everything can be
accessorised and customised.
Available for rent on the premises of Le Grand Set, the LF7 modules are also transportable, and
can also be delivered and installed at other shooting locations.

Demonstration film : shot onboard the LF7

Le Grand Set, a Master Films concept
Le Grand Set is a concept designed and
created by Master Films, a Toulouse-based
production company and historic partner
of the region’s leading aerospace players,
managed by Bernard Birebent and François
Cadène. The company tasked Laurent
Foulquier, chief designer for 25 years and head
of the design workshop, with creating the
LF7. Working with his team of experienced
designers, he also creates the accessories
required to customise the aircraft cabin, as
well as overseeing the installation and delivery
of the various LF7 modules. Based in the
studio’s 280m² design workshop, the team

also designs and builds sets for television and
cinema. A production manager for over 20
years, Delphine Comin welcomes production
teams, providing personalised support for the
organisation and coordination of film shoots.
Do you need to shoot scenes on location? Le
Grand Set is able to provide information on
all the shooting locations available across the
region.
Claude Exposito is the key contact for all the
partners of Le Grand Set, including the main
aerospace sites in the Toulouse region, as
well as Transpalux, a supplier of technical
equipment for filming.

Partners of Le Grand Set
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